A complex autonomous inventory coupled system is considered. It can take, for example, the form of a network of chemical or biochemical reactors, where the inventory interactions perform the recycling of by-products between the subsystems. Because of the flexible subsystems interactions, each of them can be operated with their own periods utilizing advantageously their dynamic properties. A multifrequency second-order test generalizing the π-test for single systems is described. It can be used to decide which kind of the operation (the static one, the periodic one or the multiperiodic one) will intensify the productivity of a complex system. An illustrative example of the multiperiodic optimization of a complex chemical production system is presented.
Introduction
We consider complex autonomous inventory coupled (IC) systems. Such systems can take, for example, the form of a network of chemical or biochemical networks, where the inventory interactions perform the recycling of by-products or by-streams from some subsystems to other subsystems as their input components or energy carriers [1] .
Because of the flexible interactions of the subsystems, each of them can be operated with their own period utilizing advantageously its dynamic properties. In this context, we formulate the multiperiodic optimal control problem, which generalizes the periodic control approach finding much attention for the optimization of chemical and bioHow to cite this paper: Skowron, M. andtechnological processes [2] - [6] . We analyze three kinds of operation for IC systems: the steady state one, the periodic one, and the multiperiodic one with possibly incommensurate operation frequencies of the subsystems. We develop a multifrequency secondorder test, which can be used to ensure the best intensification of the productivity of IC systems preserving at the same time their advantageous ecological features: many byproducts are recycled within a complex system. The justification of the test proposed is obtained by the approach avoiding the regularity conditions, which generalizes such an approach for single systems. We illustrate the theoretical considerations by the example of multiperiodic optimization of a complex chemical production system. is the set of τ-periodic n-dimensional trigonometric polynomials of degree κ ; and
 is the average value of a τ-periodic function ( ) f t .
Optimal Multiperiodic Control Problem
Consider the following optimal multiperiodic control problem for IC systems (the problem M) composed of the set { } 
to the steady functions , i i
x w we obtain the optimal steady-state problem for the IC systems (the problem S):
where ( )
is the steady-state control process of the IC system with the components
be a locally optimal steady-state process of the IC system (the s -process) with the components ( ) 
We convert the problem M τ to the following reduced form (the problem The s -process induces a reduced locally optimal steady-state process
of the problem S (the s -process) with the components ( )
, .
The problem τ M is locally proper at s iff s is not its local minimum.
We approximate the controls 
We write the multi-trigonometric approximation T  T  0  1  1  2  2  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2 , , , T  T  T  0  0  1  1  2  2 , , ,
S is the reduced multi-trigonometric control process of the IC system with the components T  T  T  T  T  T , , , , , 
We exploit the finite-dimensional optimization theory avoiding regularity conditions discussed for nonlinear programing problems in [9] , and in [10] as a particular case of a variety of abstract optimization problems.
Lemma 2. If s is a local minimum of the problem S , then there exists a nonzero multiplier 
We abbreviate the (partial) derivatives evaluated at s as ( )
, , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , .
Assumption 4: The matrices 
Proof. The problem For this reason the attention is directed to the SON conditions, which take for multiharmonic control variations especially simple form connected with the generalized Π -test for single systems [11] . If the condition (10) is satisfied then the optimal steady-state process cannot be optimal for the multiperiodic control problem as violating its SON conditions. In a consequence an improving multiperiodic control process exists for the multiperiod exploited in (10) .  The discussed second order test has the following distinctive features: it concerns the different (possibly incommensurate) basic operation frequencies i ω of the particular subsystems utilizing advantageously their dynamic properties; structural notation of the pi-form distinguishes the improving influence of the variations of the internal as well as the upper and lower boundary extended controls; even for boundary steady-state extended controls an arbitrary large number of harmonics i κ is applicable in the second order variation, which may be useful for highly nonlinear complex systems; the maximization in the condition (10) 
Example
Let two continuously stirred tank reactors be coupled by the inventory interactions. In each of them the parallel chemical reactions , 
, 0.5, 0, 0,1 , 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0,1
The objective function is equivalent to the maximization of the summary gain from the useful products of both reactors. The cost of the interactions is included. We assume the parameters 11 
Conclusion
In this note, we formulated the optimal multiperiodic control problem for inventory constrained subsystems. It is aimed at the intensification of the productivity of complex processes. We proposed a multifrequency second-order test for complex multiperiodic systems including the boundary optimal steady-state process and an arbitrary large number of harmonics used to verify its improvement by the multiperiodic operation.
We generalized the method of critical directions for single periodic systems [10] [11] to complex multiperiodic systems. We illustrated the approach proposed on the example of the multiperiodic optimization of a system of chemical reactors.
